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Book / All the Light We Cannot See 
by Anthony Doerr

Tells of a story about children in wartime

Meaning:
- Underneath the surface of each story, there 
lies many untold & unseen
- To look beyond one perception (eg. war in 
children’s lives)
- Running theme of interconnectedness 
within the lives of many
- Light: seeing the good in things, 
importance of being grateful

Book & Building

Building / Chesed-El Synagogue 

Neo-Renaissance architecture: all 
encompassing style that combines greek 
and gothic
|
different layers
|
Identity of jews consists of an exclusive 
strata



Underneath the surface of each story, 
there lies many untold & unseen

interconnectedness within the lives of 
many

Chesed-El SynagogueAll the Light We Cannot See

1. Delve underneath the surface of a 
story
2. Tell stories that are untold/unseen 
from public’s eyes
3. Look beyond what we can see in the 
media

Elderly/aging population
construction workers
low income families

athletes 

Social: societal units
Psychological: emotions/feelings, identity
Geographical: earth and atmosphere
Language: metaphors, smilies, hidden 
meanings

a layer that covers a surface, 
coating, blanket
protection: to shield away 
from judgement of the world

Layers

long exposure photography

photography



PROJECT STATEMENT

- Construct a narrative to showcase parallel stories between athletes: crossing paths 
through their love for the sport
- Never seen the blood, sweat, tears and numerous injuries that plague the athletes
- Amount of hardwork and time that is put in, to perform at an international platform 
- Go beyond the surface of one’s story, the untold and unseen from the public’s eyes
- Stories that athletes might be afraid to tell; their weakness

SIGNIFICANCE
- To shed light on the Singapore sports scene
- How athletes juggle being a part-time sports player
- Bring about a thought of how Singaporeans tend to focus too much on success: victory 

and success is always more important, undermining the athletes’ efforts
Eg. Joseph Schooling in the Olympics

AthLetes



- Medium of exploration: Photography 
- Photography is a practice used to record light
- Combining the concept of layers in photography 
- To express the complexity of story telling through a vision of seeing and not seeing
- Images created uses the audience’s imagination to piece together a composite mental 

image of their own interpretation
- Have their own form of perception in the story than purely seeing images at its surface 

value 
- “Not a small slice of spectrum” is accounted for
- Stories & beliefs that one is brought up in will shape each’s interpretation of the work

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK



- A combination of film and digital photography
- Film: allows development of exploration and experimentation
- Digital: allows quick feedback of images

Film techniques:
- expired film photography
- disposable camera photography (fixed settings)
- infrared photography (black/white)

Types of photography:
1. Portraiture: showcases close up emotions of people
2. Landscape/representational subjects: aids in helping the audience piece together a 

story, meaning of a subject that may seem like a nice composition
3. long exposure/motion blur: forms a composite image in a spectrum of time, varied 

motion effect, mashup of movement

METHODOLOGY



35mm expired film / iso 400



Disposable camera / fixed light settings



35mm infrared film/iso 400



- a visual narrative by using both posed & emotionally candid images
- showcases the paradox of 2-dimensional still image capturing movement
- honest & unguarded photos, shows grit & perseverence plus the each individual’s 

character 
- conveys admiration and showcase the athletes dedication that are unknown to media’s 

attention

ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT:
- inspiration/style for the portraiture technique & to study the portraiture photographic 

styles to portray the athletes
- black and white stylised photos
- the emotions that were captured is something to branch into

CASE STUDY 1
Anderson & Low





- a london & art group run by homelessness sector organisation that runs programmes that 
aids in helping homeless to connect and sell their art to raise funds
- bridges the strangers together, celebrate not the art or hidden talent but the human 

connection
- MyLondon project which engages the homeless by giving them a disposable camera to 

shoot London in their perspective

ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT:
- the idea of using cameras to view a different perspective of the user
- the portability of a disposable camera, the personal attachment it has to the user
- to showcase the process of image capturing in our daily lives (technology has made it so 

easy to take photos)

CASE STUDY 2
CAfe Art / disposAbLe CAmerA projeCt





- A compilation of the Singapore national Netball team’s lives
- To show beyond the glamour and glory of victories, the amount of handwork and time the 

team has put into daily trainings

- black/white photography:
 disassociate from all elements of emotional intentions; 
 colors have been associated with the purpose of categorisation,
 classification and self-expression of colors. To not impart any  
 aesthetic sense or evoke a certain feeling to distinguish the images

3 SECONDS



Consists of 3 parts:
First second: Training documentation
Second second: Living with them (disposable camera project)
Third second: Interview

In the game of netball, a decision has to be made within 3 seconds and in that, so many 
things can happen, a goal scored or a crucial interception; a mis-pass or an offense taken. 
The national Netball players go through an intensive and rigorous training daily to perform 
at the highest level and be able to make the ‘right’ decision within 3 seconds.

WHY 3 SECONDS?



- Photoshoot of the national Netball team’s daily trainings, consisting of gym and courts 
trainings
- Shot over a span of 2 weeks, over the whole week (mon-thurs, sat for national league 

games)
- totalling of 6 shoots (2x Gym, 2x Court, 2x League games)
- focus on portraiture during gym & court trainings
- long exposure taken during league games (showcases the speed and intensity of play 

during a netball game)

DISPOSABLE CAMERA PROJECT: 
- a disposable camera is given to 3 netball players (Baizura, Vanessa and Shina) to 

chronicle their day lives
- interview and profiling to gain better understanding of their lives 

NETBALL SG
photoshoot















- To create a narrative in the form of a publication
- Segregate the training life with the day life (2 printed publications)
- inclusive of the interview with the players

Day life Publication:
- comes in an accordian format with individual inserts of the 3 players, photos taken from 
their disposable camera

Training life Publication:
- showcases their trainings (at gym/court/league games)
- portraiture photography: captures the emotions that comes when training hard
- long exposure photography: captures the speed and intensity of the training
- representational subjects photography: captures the subjects that are important or 
significant to the players 

DELIVERABLES







- Perfect binded book with single fold to show full scale photos 
- Images are either full spread or in smaller shapes to create a playful layout despite being 
image driven
- Frontal page: showcases the movement and training
- Inner fold: showcases the emotions of player(s), the inside story of the game
- Consists of 19 double sided spreads, 38 pages

TRAINING PUBLICATION
LAYoUt










